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Heffler Claims Group Voted Best in Class Action Administration
Wisconsin Law Journal Readers Select Best Legal Services Firms

Philadelphia, PA – April 27, 2017: Heffler Claims Group (Heffler) is excited to be recognized by
Wisconsin Law Journal’s readers in its annual Reader Rankings Awards. The Law Journal’s annual awards
honors legal-related firms, attorneys, public relations companies and more in 97 categories. Heffler was
voted “Best in Class Action Administration.”
“To be named the best in a specific legal category is quite an accomplishment,” said Wisconsin Law
Journal editor Joe Yovino. “The winning companies were selected by their peers and people in the know
in the state’s law community. Congratulations to Heffler Claims Group and all the 2017 winners. Being
named as a top finalist shows the company is respected not only by its peers in the industry, but also by
the public as one of the best and most reliable companies in the legal industry.”
“We are honored to be recognized by the Wisconsin Law Journal’s distinguished readers in its inaugural
awards program,” said Ed Radetich, Heffler Partner. “We thank the voters for selecting us for this
award. Our team has had a standard of excellence for nearly 50 years that we believe, serves us, our
clients, and consumers well. We take pride in what we do and look forward to continuing to be a
trailblazer in class administration. “
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About Heffler Claims Group
Heffler Claims Group is the pioneering claims administrator, providing administration services in many
areas including antitrust, securities, employment & labor, mass tort, consumer and government
enforcement matters. With a dedicated team of professionals and state of the art platforms, Heffler
offers services for all phases of the settlement process, including planning and implementing a
Notification program, designing custom databases and websites, providing call center services,
administering the claims process, and handling the distribution stages and escrow agent and tax services
for cases. Heffler is headquartered in Philadelphia, PA and has additional locations in San Francisco, CA,
New York, NY, Oklahoma City, OK and Portland, OR. Connect with us on twitter @HefflerClaims and visit
hefflerclaims.com.
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